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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

Increase the participation of wind energy in the power market is of paramount importance to increase the penetration of wind 

energy in the power systems. To adress this issue, we propose a system consisting on a wind farm and a generic energy storage 

system and develop a deterministic model of such a plant participating in day-ahead and reserve markets used to decide the 

operation strategy of the system and to evaluate the cost of the uncertainty linked to several parameters of the model. The resulting 

model is a deterministic Mixed Integer Convex Program and  is used to analyze a real-world case of a wind farm located in 

northwestern Spain. 
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1. Introduction 

One way to overcome the drawbacks associated with the use of renewable energy resources is to use energy storage 

systems (ESS) to be able to manage the generation from renewable energy resources appropriately. In this framework, 

this work considers a wind farm (WF) as renewable energy source and a generic ESS. The resulting system will be a 

Wind and Storage Power Plant (W&SPP). 
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The traditional way to operate a system of this kind is to consider such a system participating in the day-ahead 
energy market (DAM) following the simplified strategy of buying energy during low price periods to be sold during 
peak hours. Several authors have reported the lack of economic feasibility for such a strategy[1], proposing a more 
comprehensive participation in the electrical markets instead. In particular, [2]  shows that the participation of a pump- 
hydro energy system (PHES), which is a particular case of ESS, in the reserve  market (RM) is critical to get economic 
feasibility. The advantages of operating jointly a wind farm and a pump hydro plant as ESS in the DAM are shown in 
[3]. Just a few papers have considered the modeling of RM in the short term scheduling problem of a wind farm[4]. 
For example, [5] models the participation of a hydro-pump power system in the RM without considering the 
uncertainty effects in the results. Several papers have studied the impact of the uncertainty of wind power availability 
in different kind of problems. [6] assesses the impact of the wind uncertainty on ESSs and thermal units schedule in 
Unit Commitment problem. Thus, the main contributioins of this paper are the following: 

• Develop a deterministic model of a W&SPP participating in both DAM and RM. Imbalances and regulation 

capabilities both upwards and downwards are allowed in both modes of operation and in both markets. 

• Evaluate the increase in the  net income that a W&SPP can get by participating in the RM. 

• Evaluate the cost of the uncertainty linked to several parameters in the model, mainly the wind power 

available and the requirements of regulation by the SO in the RM.  
 

Nomenclature 
T  Number of periods under consideration  

 
tl   Duration of each period.  

ˆ wind

t
P  Wind power available in time t (MW) 

0

essE  Initial energy stored in the ESS (MWh) 

in
η  Charging efficiency of the ESS. 

outη  Discharging efficiency of the ESS.  

essE  Maximum energy stored in the ESS (MWh) 

essP  Maximum power to/from ESS (MWh) 

min

t
SOC       Minimun state of charge allowed for the ESS 

 
dam

t
β

 Energy price in the DAM (€/MWh) 
,dam up

t
λ

 Energy price of deviation up (€/MWh) 
,dam dw

t
λ

 Energy price of deviation down (€/MWh) 
sm

tγ
 Price of power reserve (€/MW) 
,sm up

t
β

 Energy price of energy under regulation up(€/MWh) 
,sm dw

t
β

 Energy price of energy under regulation down(€/MWh) 
,sm up

desvvt
β

 Energy price of energy if deviating under regulation 

up(€/MWh) 
,

,

sm dw

desv t
β  Energy price of energy if deviating under regulation 

down(€/MWh) 
,sm up

t
π

 Percentage of reserves up required by SO.  

,sm dw

t
π

      Percentage of reserves down required by SO.  

,sm up

t
R

 Ratio between reserves up and total reserves              

,dam dam

t t
ϕ γ  Parameters for convex model. 

 

 

Continuous Variables 

wind

tP   Wind power actually used in time t (MW) 

ess

tE
 Energy stored in the ESS in time t (MWh) 
,ess in

t
P

 Power entering the ESS in time t (MW) 
,ess out

tP
 Power delivered by the ESS in time t (MW) 

t
SOC

 State of charge of ESS in time t 

t
P

 Power to/from W&SPP in time t (MW) 

ˆ dam

tP
 Power offered in the DAM (MW) 

dam

tP
 Power actually delivered/taken in time t in the DAM 

(MW) 
dam

t∆
 Unbalance in DAM (MW) 

,dam up

t∆  Deviation up in DAM (MW) 

,dam dw

t
∆     Deviation down in DAM (MW) 

ˆ sm

t
P

 Power committed for RM (MW) 

,ˆ sm up

t
P

     Power committed for regulation up (MW) 

,ˆ sm dw

t
P      Power committed for regulation down (MW) 

,

,
ˆ sm up

t reg
E      Energy required by SO for reg. up (MWh) 

,

,
ˆ sm dw

t regE     Energy required by SO for reg. down(MWh) 

,sm up

tE      Energy actually offered for reg. up (MWh)  

,sm dw

t
E      Energy actually offered for reg. down (MWh) 

,sm up

t
D

 Deviation in regulation up in RM  
,sm dw

t
D

 Deviation in regulation  down in RM 

 Binary Variables 

t
u

 1 if ESS is charging. 0 otherwise 
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2. Description of the model 

The mechanisms of the market described in this paper are based on those of the Spanish power market.  

In all the models, the W&SPP is supposed to be a price taker agent. All the parameters are supposed known when 

decisions are taken thus being a deterministic model.  

The first case to be considered is the W&SPP participating only in the DAM. In this situation, imbalances are 

allowed in both modes of operation: selling (exporting) and buying (importing) power. The objective function tries to 

maximize the net income of the operation of the system.  

 
, ,, ,ˆ( )dam dam dam up dam dw

t t t t

t t t

dam up dam dw

t t t
maximize Pl β λ λ⋅ + ⋅ ∆ − ⋅ ∆⋅ ∑ ∑ ∑     1,....,t T=       (1) 

In the expression (1), the first term accounts for the net income due to selling and buying of energy in every hour 

of day D corresponding to DAM. The second and third terms account for the penalties resulting of not matching the 

commitments taken in day D-1 for DAM. It is to note that unbalances upwards always are a positive income. On the 

other hand, unbalances downwards always are a negative income. For example, if the system is exporting power and 

decide to export more than committed, the extra power will be paid at deviation up price (smaller than or equal to 

DAM price), and if it decides to sell less power it will have to return the money corresponding to that power difference 

at deviation down price (bigger than or equal to DAM price). An analog reasoning should be made for the case where 

the system is importing power.  The imbalance in the DAM is defined in such a way that will be considered an 

imbalance up when it is positive and an imbalance down when it is negative, no matter the mode of operation as to 

equation (2). That definition allows us to avoid the use of  binary variables, which is commonly used to model this 

problem [7] while considering separately the imbalances up and down (3) and (4) and rewrite the objective function 

as (5). For example, [8] propose also a model wihtout binary variables. Our model is also valid for the case where 

DAM prices are zero. 

 

ˆdam dam dam

t t t
P P∆ = −   (2)   { },

[,0 ]dam dw dam dam

t t t
max

−
∆ −∆ ∆= =          (3) 

{ },
[,0 ]dam up dam dam

t t t
max

+
∆ ∆ ∆= =                   (4) 

 

              (5) 

 

This objective function is not linear because (3) and (4) represent convex functions. As a consequence a typical 

linear solver can not be used to handle this problem. We will use CVX [9]  to solve this problem. This software counts 

on a set of rules to accept a problem as convex. Equation (5) will not be accepted by CVX as a valid convex function 

because CVX clasifies the difference between convex functions as not convex. It is to note here that this is true in the 

general case, but in our case 
, ,dam dw dam up

t t
λ λ≥   ( always true in the case of Spanish market [8] ) thus making (5) 

actually convex. In this case, we need to represent that equation in such a way that CVX will accept it as convex. 

Let’s define two parameters: 

 
, ,

2

dam dw dam up
dam t t
t

λ λ
ϕ

−
=  (6)    

, ,

2

dam dw dam up
dam t t
t

λ λ
γ

+
=   (7) 

 

ˆdam dam dam dam

t t t t t t

t t t

minimize Pβ ϕ γ− ⋅ + ⋅ ∆ − ⋅∆∑ ∑ ∑       (8) 

With this transformation, the difference between convex functions is substituted by a convex function multiplied 

by a constant (CVX will accept it as convex as long as the constant is greater than zero) and a linear funtion in (8). 

The next set of constraints define the feasible set of the optimization problem:  

 

,t T∀ ∈  

, ,ˆ [ [( ] ]dam dam dam up dam dw

t t t t

t t t

dam dam

t t t
minimize Pl β λ λ+ −

⋅ ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ∆⋅ − − +∑ ∑ ∑
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